Abstract-A group detector jointly detects a group of users, and a parallel group detection scheme is a bank of J independently operating group detectors, one for each group of a J group partition of the I< transmitting users of a Code-Division MultipleAccess (CDMA) channel. In this paper, two group detectors are introduced for the Frequency-Selective Rayleigh Fading (FSRF) CDMA channel. While the optimum multiuser detector has a Time Complexity per Symbol (TCS) of O(MK/K) for Mary signaling, each of the two group detectors has a TCS of O(&ZiGi/lGl) where IGI is the group size. Hence, there are parallel group detection schemes, based on each of the two group detectors, that satisfy a wide range of complexity constraints that result from the choice of partition. Each of the two group detectors is minimax optima1 in the corresponding conditional group near-far resistance measure. Furthermore, a succinct indicator of the average BER over high SNR regions is defined via the asymptotic efficiency. A lower bound and an exact formula for the asymptotic efficiency are derived for the first and second group detectors, respectively. The group detection approach for the FSRF-CDMA channel generalizes previous approaches to the complexity-performance tradeoff problem. It yields the optimum detector when the group size is I<. When the group size is equal to one, the first group detector results in a new optimum linear detector and the second reduces to a recently proposed suboptimum linear detector. All other nontrivial partitions yield new multiuser detectors whose performances are commensurate with their complexities.
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I. SYSTEM MODEL T HE RECEIVED signal is modeled as a superposition of K digitally modulated waveforms that arrive at the receiver simultaneously after having passed through slowly fading frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. The coherence time of such channels is much greater than the data symbol duration so that accurate measurements of the channel characteristics are possible. Furthermore, the bandwidth W Manuscript received July 19, 1994; revised June 2, 1995 .. This work was sunoorted bv NSF under Grants NCR-9206327 and NCR-9406069 and was presented in part at the Thirty-First Annual Allerton Conference on Communication, Control, and Computing, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, September-October 1993 [l] .
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Publisher Item Identifier S 001%9448(96) 00565-2. assigned to each of the signature waveforms is assumed to be much larger than B, the coherence bandwidth of the channel so that each channel can be represented as a tapped delay line with tap spacing l/W, and tap weight functions {ck, i(t)}::: fork = l,e+., K. These fading parameters represent the channel state information and are modeled as zero-mean complex-valued stationary Gaussian random processes. The number of resolvable paths L is [W/B,] + 1, where l/B, is the channel multipath spread. The kth user complex signature waveform is time-limited to a symbol duration T, and is denoted as Uk (t). The complex baseband representation of the signal that arrives at the receiver due to the isolated transmission of the modulated signature waveform of the kth user is given as h&t) = 6 y Ck,i(t)uk (t -;) i=o where the kth fading channel vector is defined as ck(t) = [Ck,O(t) r " ' > ck,L-l(t)]
T, and the kth user's signature waveform and its time-translates are defined by the vector Ilk(t) = [t&(t) '1Lk (t-$) "' uk (it-$$)I".
When a sequence of information symbols is transmitted, there is intersymbol interference (ISI). In wideband singleuser communications where the symbol duration is much larger than the multipath spread, so that L/W < T, the IS1 due to channel dispersion is usually ignored [2] , thereby facilitating symbol-by-symbol decisions. In wideband synchronous CDMA communications, however, there is IS1 as well as inter-user interference (IUI), and even though both of these interferences occur only over a small fraction of a single symbol interval, the ever-present possibility of near-far conditions may accentuate their harmful effect, if ignored. Therefore, we choose to eliminate rather than ignore this joint interference by masking out the received signal over time intervals where both IS1 and IUI are present. The small loss of optimality is therefore traded for the simplicity of symbol-bysymbol decisions. The complex baseband representation of the received signal over the thusly restricted zeroth time interval 001%9448/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE is given by r(t) = 5 bkhk($ + n(t) k=l =hT(t)b+n(t), kg <t<T (2) where b = [bl,-,bKIT with bk denoting the lath user's information symbol and the signal vector h(t) = [hi(t), . . . , hK(t)lT. The circularly symmetric, complex, additive, and white Gaussian noise process n(t) has a power spectral density of height No. The symbol bk belongs to Fk, the M-ary symbol constellation of the lath user.
A succinct description of the problem is facilitated by using the following block matrix notation. The KL-length column vector of signals obtained by stacking the vectors {uk(t)}fzl is denoted as u(t). Similarly, the KL-length multiuser multipath channel vector c is defined as c(t) = E(t), . '. , c$ (t)lT. The KL x KL signature signal correlation matrix is defined as with the superscripts * and T denoting complex conjugation and matrix transposition, respectively. The matrix Rkl is the correlation matrix between the L-dimensional signal vectors uk(t) and q(t) defined as
The signature signals are normalized and all their timetranslates are assumed to be linearly independent so that R is positive definite and the diagonal matrix W 2 diag{wr, ... , WK} is such that wk is the lath user's average received power defined as the expected value of J (;pl),w IM-t)l" dt It is also convenient to define the KL x K multipath multiuser channel state information matrix C as
where it is assumed that this matrix is essentially constant over a single symbol duration. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II consists of a description of the optimum multiuser detector, the single-user RARE detector, and a recently proposed suboptimal linear multiuser detector. In Section III, the first of the two group detectors of this paper is derived and its minimax optimality in conditional group near-far resistance is established. An asymptotic efficiency performance measure is defined for the FSRF-CDMA channel and a lower bound on the asymptotic efficiency of this group detector is obtained. In Section IV, a second group detector is derived, and a corresponding minimax optimality result is obtained. An exact formula for the asymptotic efficiency of this group detector is also derived. Numerical examples illustrating the analytical results are presented in Section V and Section VI includes the conclusions of our work and problems for future research.
II. OPTIMUM AND LINEAR SUBOPTIMUM DETECTION
In this section, we derive the optimum multiuser detector which has an exponential complexity in K, thereby motivating the need for high-performance and low-complexity multiuser detection within the context of the FSRF-CDMA channel, a need that has so far been addressed in the conventional spread-spectrum literature via an analysis of the matched filter detector and the single-user RAKE receiver, and more recently, following the multiuser detection approach, by the introduction of a linear suboptimum multiuser detector. In addition to providing a summary of these approaches, we introduce the IS1 mask and the SIVO sampler that contribute to efficient implementations of the detectors presented in this paper.
A. The Optimum Multiuser Detector
Consider centralized coherent multiuser detection for the nominal FSRF-CDMA channel where the fading channel matrix, the signature waveforms, and the average received powers are assumed to be known at the receiver. The multiuser detection problem under the given assumptions is a simple MK-ary hypothesis test. Since the additive noise is white and Gaussian and all the realizations of b are equiprobable, the optimum multiuser decision rule that achieves the minimum probability of error of the joint decision on 6, selects 6 according to the minimum energy realization of the noise process. The optimum multiuser detector is @Opt: 6 = arg rnEaF 2Re (q*TCW1/2s} _ s*Twl/2~*T~~wl/2s
where q is a LK-dimensional sufficient statistic vector that is obtained by stacking the L-dimensional vectors {qk}~zl, and qk is defined as
(6) (L-1)/W As for the implementation of the optimum detector, we must first be concerned about the efficient generation of the vector sequence q,(j) (which for j = 0 is qI, defined in the above equation). This is most easily accomplished by an IS1 mask followed by a matched-filter-SIVO-Sampler The optimum detector is depicted in Fig. 2 where the frontend is seen to consist of the IS1 mask followed by a bank of matched-filter-SIVO sampler cascades, matched to the signature waveforms { '1ll~ (t) } EC1 to generate the sufficient statistic vectors {qk}F=(=l (bold lines denote vector signals). These form the input to a bank of combiners, that perform inner product computations (denoted by x), followed by the optimum decision algorithm of (5). Unfortunately, this decision algorithm requires an exponential time complexity per symbol (TCS) of O(MK/K) which is much too high for all but small values of K. The design and analysis of lowcomplexity, suboptimum multiuser detectors, is therefore the key problem.
B. The Conventional Detector
The single-user RAKE receiver [2] has been extensively analyzed over multiuser channels in recent spread-spectrum literature, and in keeping with the terminology of multiuser detection, we refer to this receiver as the conventional detector. It optimally combines the multiple paths at the receiver under the assumption that the interfering users are absent. A variant of the conventional detector for binary antipodal modulation, that uses the IS1 mask, makes the lath user's decision
The implementation of a single-user RAKE receiver is easily accomplished by a cascade of the IS1 mask, matched filter, SIVO sampler, single-user combiner, and QAM slicer. The conventional multiuser detector is a bank of such receivers and is depicted in Fig. 3 . When employed over multiuser channels, r(t) -7 m(t) hfFSB(u (W Fig. 3 . The conventional multiuser detector is a bank of single-user RAKE receivers.
however, an asymptotic performance analysis of the RARE detector in [3] has revealed a severe error-rate bottoming phenomenon for high average SNR due to multiple-access interference. We therefore do not consider this detector any further.
C. A Suboptimum Linear Detector
A suboptimal linear multiuser detector for the FSRF-CDMA channel was recently proposed in [4] to alleviate the poor performance of the conventional detector. If the IS1 mask is included, that detector can be described as follows: the matched filter outputs q are linearly transformed according to the decorrelating linear transformation Q = R-l, following which the L outputs corresponding to the kth user are combined to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting decision statistic. For the kth user, the detector is denoted as &to and is defined by
where (eq)k is the lath L-dimensional vector in eq, and Q,.& is the (Ic, k)th block of &. This suboptimal detector has a bit-error rate that is invariant to interfering signal powers and has the advantage of requiring only the desired users' channel state information. It has been shown to perform well in the very-low-bandwidth efficiency examples considered in [4] . However, as bandwidth efficiencies increase, it suffers significant performance degradations relative to the optimum detector. This behavior of the detector is revealed in Section V of this paper. An obvious implementation is depicted in Fig. 4 and it differs from the one suggested in [4] by the inclusion of the IS1 mask and by the use of only a bank of K matched-filter-SIVO samplers as the front-end instead of KL correlators.
III. GROUP DETECTION I
The concept of parallel group detection was introduced in the context of the synchronous Gaussian CDMA channel in [5] . It is a natural strategy for multiuser detection where the K users are partitioned into J disjoint groups and are detected by a bank of J group detectors, one for each group in the partition. Each group detector performs the joint detection of symbols in the corresponding group. In this section, we assume that the signaling alphabets of all users are real-valued as in pulse amplitude modulation.
Notation:
Let R = (1, . . ' , K} and G, H C 9, and denote the complement of G with respect to R as G. For any x 6 (CK, xG E c lGI is obtained from x by striking out xk, 'dk E ??. For any X E CKXK, XGH E CIGlxlHI is obtained from X by striking out the ith rows and the jth columns 'd'i E G and 'dj E H.
A. Derivation
When all users are to be detected at a central receiver or in point-to-multipoint applications where the fading channel coefficients of all the users are the same, the channel state information matrix C is known at the receiver. Consequently, the multiuser maximal ratio combiner (PAM-MMRC) for b is the minimal sufficient statistic CITY + CTq*. The minimal sufficient statistic [6] can in fact be seen as generalizing to multiuser channels, the notion of maximal ratio or optimum combining for single-user. communication. A statistical description of this minimal sufficient statistic, conditioned on the fading channel matrix C, reveals an equivalence between the conditional FSRF-CDMA channel and a time-varying K-user additive Gaussian CDMA channel. Consequently, the realarithmetic group detector proposed in [7] can be applied to the FSRF-CDMA channel. In considering the detection of bG, it is assumed that the average signal powers of all interfering users in the set ?? are unknown, and a generalized likelihood ratio test is obtained as
iiG = arg Br$;G{2Re (,;wg;P,;
where we define P to be the matrix (C*TRC + CTR*C*)-l. The special case of the group detector where G = 0 coincides with the maximum-likelihood detector of (5) which has the highest TCS of O(M"/K).
Furthermore, the special case of the group detector where G = {Ic} yields an optimum linear detector (the optimality criterion will be specified later in this paper) defined as The implementation of the parallel group detection scheme based on the group detector of (9) is depicted in Fig. 6 where the front-end of the optimum linear detector until the PAM-MMRC is the same as for the optimal linear detector, but the decorrelating transformation is replaced by a bank of group orthogonal projection operations defined for the Ith group by the linear transformation PGfGIP~ln. This is followed by a decision algorithm which is the combinatorial maximization in (9) that is NP-hard in ]G(, the cardinality of the set G. Fortunately, (GI is a design parameter. In practice, if complexity considerations allow the implementation of an optimum detector for no more than N users, the set of all active users has to be partitioned into groups of size no greater than N each. The time complexity per symbol (TCS) for the group detection scheme is given by and is dominated by the largest group size.
B. Optimum Conditional Group Near-Far Resistance
From a detector design viewpoint, in applications where the channel state information matrix C is acquired at the receiver, one ideally seeks optimality in a measure of performance that is conditioned on this information.
Dejinition:
The conditional asymptotic ejiciency of any user k employing the detector 4 whose conditional bit error probability for that user is Pk(u, NO, 4/C), is formally defined as with the denominator being the minimum conditional bit error probability achievable in a single-user channel where the kth user transmits in isolation and has an average received power equal to Wk. Consider the following PrOpOSitiOn. Proposition 1: The group G detector has the highest achievable worst case conditional asymptotic efficiency over the signal powers of the interfering users in ?? (the conditional group near-far resistance) which is the minimax optimality result:
This result derives from the central result on optimality in group near-far resistance of the corresponding group detector in Gaussian CDMA channels in [7] . It holds for every realization of the channel state information matrix C, and consequently, it is the primary justification for the group detector $G. The interpretation of the result is as follows: a nonzero value of conditional group near-far resistance testifies in general to the robustness of a detector to variations in the power levels of the signals in c; it assures the exponential decay of the conditional bit error probability independently of what the powers of the users in group ?? may be; the rate of this exponential decay is at least equal, to that achieved by the user in question when transmitting in isolation with its power reduced by a factor equal to the conditional group near-far resistance; the minimax optimality property implies that this factor is the highest achievable for the group detector $G among all possible detectors.
The minimax result in (13) implies that the conditional group near-far resistance of the group detector, which has an exponential complexity in IG], is as high as that of the optimal detector, whose complexity is exponential in K. The catch however is that, as the group size decreases, the criterion of conditional group near-far resistance that is being optimized becomes a weaker, more conservative measure. Similarly, as the group size increases, the conditional group near-far resistance is a finer measure of performance, which however is achieved by corresponding group detectors of increasing complexity. Consequently, for k E Gi c Gz, the group Ga detector for user k results in a uniform improvement in conditional asymptotic efficiency for that user relative to the group Gi detector, implying that in this sense, allowing more complex schemes always pays. Therefore, given a complexity constraint, it is best to choose a "maximal" partition of the users to be detected into groups of maximum allowable size.
C. Asymptotic E$ficiency
Until now, we have discussed the minimax optimality of the group detector in terms of conditional asymptotic efficiency. From a detector design point of view, the conditional nature of the performance measure is ideal since the optimality in this measure was assured for every realization of C. From an analysis viewpoint, however, it must be noted that the expected asymptotic efficiency, defined as the expected value of the conditional asymptotic efficiency, may not be a faithful measure of the expected bit-error rate, because although for Gaussian channels it is known that the optimum asymptotic efficiency [8] tightly hugs the bit error probability performance even for medium signal-to-noise ratios [9] , in the FSRF-CDMA channel, the highest noise level for which the conditional asymptotic efficiency measure is faithful to conditional biterror rate decreases as one approaches the more probable realizations of C. In this section, we therefore define an asymptotic efficiency measure that succinctly captures the dominant behavior of the average bit-error rate.
Let the average bit error probability of a detector 4 for the kth user in a FSRF-CDMA channel be denoted as Pk (W, No, $) , where WJ is the vector of average received powers of the K users. Let 4, su (w, NO) be the average biterror rate of the single-user RARE receiver operating in the kth single-user FSRF channel where the kth user transmits in isolation and whose signal at the receiver has average power equal to w.
DeJnition:
The asymptotic efJiciency of a detector 4 operating in the FSRF-CDMA channel is formally defined as qk($) = sup 0 5 r 5 1; lim pk (w, No, 4) <l .
This measure captures the loss in bit-error rate (BER) performance of a detector in the high-SNR region where the dominant degradation in performance is due to the presence of interfering users rather than additive noise. In particular, a detector with a nonzero value of aSymptOtiC efficiency q,$($) for user k operating in high-SNR conditions has a BER performance that rivals the BER of the single-user RAKE receiver designed for the kth single-user FSRF channel with average received power WkQ (4).
An exact expression for the average bit error probability of the single-user RARE receiver in the kth single-user channel is available in the literature on single-user communication [lo] pk,SU(Wk, NO) = 5 7 (15) I=1 where {cl} are the nonzero eigenvalues (assumed distinct) of the matrix Kk,&kk with K being the covariance matrix of the fading channel parameter vector c so that Kkk is the covariance matrix of ck and the coefficients { QIZ} are defined as the residues In order to proceed, we need the following additional notation. For any block vector x E (CMK, XG E (cMiG1 is obtained from x by striking out the M-length vectors Xk from x V k E c. For any K x K block matrix with matrix entries of size M x N, i.e., for X E (CMKxNK, we define XGH E (lYGIxNIHI as the block matrix obtained from X by striking out the ith block rows and the jth block columns Vi E G and Vj E ?f.
Proposition 2: The asymptotic efficiency of any user k E G employing the group detector $G is lower-bounded, with ik denoting the index of user Ic in G, as (16) ProojJ Following [7] , it can be shown that the union bound for the conditional Icth-user bit error probability for the group detector & is given as
where the set of G error sequences Ef = (6 E (-1, 0, l}'Gi; si, = +1} with w(S) denoting the weight of the error sequence 6. An upper bound on the average error probability can be obtained by taking the expected value of the union bound. Unfortunately, the conditional pairwise error probabilities in the summation of the union bound depend on C in a complicated way. The exact computation of the expected value of the union bound (when G # 0) therefore appears to be intractable. However, it can be shown that the conditional pairwise error probabilities admit an upper bound given below.
Equality in the above inequality holds when G = 0. Let us rewrite cGwGG G i/'6 as WAI,~DGGCG with 2) and W defined as block diagonal matrices D = diag (01, . . . , DK} and W = diag{Wi,...,W~}, where DI, = &IL and WI, = WkIL with IL denoting an L x L identity matrix, and define the matrix Substituting the resulting expression for the upper bound into the conditional union bound in (17) and taking expected values, we obtain the union upper bound for the average bit-error rate as (19) The expected value of the Q-function of a quadratic form in zero-mean Gaussian random vectors can be obtained in closed form (cf., [lo] ). In particular
where {Xl(S)} are the nonzero eigenvalues (assumed distinct) of the matrix KGGSGG with K: being the covariance matrix of the fading channel parameter vector c and assumed to be of full-rank, and the coefficients {/?l(S)} are defined as the residues
It can be shown that pLn)(w, NO, $G, S), the nth derivative of h&4 No, $G, 
The lower bound of the proposition is now obtained by substituting the union upper bound in (19) in place of the average bit-error rate pk (w, No, 4~) in the definition of asymptotic efficiency, and using the dominance of the unity weight error sequence implied by (24). q IV. GROUP DETECTION II Consider the FSRF-CDMA channel where the channels through which the various signals travel are distinct as in multipoint-to-point communication applications. Suppose further that the receiver is required to only demodulate the information transmitted by a subset of the active transmitters. Consider the scenario where, for implementational simplicity, the fading parameters corresponding to the fading channels of interfering users are not estimated and tracked at the receiver. In such cases the group detector & cannot be implemented. We derive an alternative group detection strategy 4~ in this section that does not require the interfering channel state information. The derivation applies to the general case of combined amplitude-phase modulation.
In order to facilitate a simple description of the derivation of the group detector, we require the following notational conventions in addition to those defined in Section III. For any G C R and for any X E (CKx K, we define the rearranged matrices 
We refer to the first (second) vector in the sum on the righthand side of (26) as the desired (interfering) signal component and note that it is a linear combination of the G-block columns (c-block columns) of R. Furthermore, the covariance matrix of the noise vector qG is Na7ZG. It is appropriate to consider the LK-dimensional complex inner product space CLK with an inner product between x, y E CLK defined as (x, Y)~G = x*~ QGy, where Q = R-l. The columns of RG are linearly independent and they span (cLIG1, and give rise to a direct sum decomposition (RG) @ (RG) of (CLK into two nonoverlapping but nonorthogonal subspaces. The subspace (RG) is the signal subspace spanned by the G block columns of R and the subspace (R& is the interference subspace spanned by the ?? block columns of R. For each'admissible value of the desired information symbols SG E FG, we define the difference vector Defining yG = qG -'RGCGW~~SG. cqy = ccwg& (which is unknown if the goal is to estimate bG without knowing CE and Wm), we propose to demodulate bG according to the generalized likelihood ratio test described by ii& = arg min SGEFG a-;$,z, IIYG -%+I&.
G
The inner minimization problem corresponds to the maximization of the likelihood function over the unknown vector a~ and is in fact a near-point problem of finding the best approximation of a given vector in a finite-dimensional innerproduct space from a given subspace contained in it. Using the Projection Theorem [ 111, it can be shown that the minimumsquared norm of the error vector is achieved when
where &z is a RG-orthogonal projection operator (i.e., I$ = &z and &E'R~ = 'R"&$) given by &c = R,(Rg?QGR,)-%!gQG.
Substituting the result of (28) into (27), the group detector is given by 6G =a% r$-FG II(I-&~)yG1l~G.
The group detector in (29), which we denote as $G, admits the form
B. Interpretation and Implementation
Noting that the matrix (Z -EC) is also an RG-orthogonal projection whose range is ('R&l, the orthogonal complement of (Rc), a geometrical interpretation for the group detector can be given. For each value of SG E FG, we obtain the vector yG = qG -RGCGW~~SG by subtracting from qG the presumed contribution of the desired signals. That value of SG E FG which yields the residual vector yG whose RGorthogonal projection onto (72~)~ is the smallest, is chosen as the & group detector decision.
A heuristic argument establishes the above group detector to be intuitively satisfying in both the noise-free and the noisy cases. When there is no noise (nG = 0) or when qG E (RE), the correct value of SG (=bG) produces a vector yG which lies in (72~) and therefore whose orthogonal projection onto VW L is identically zero, resulting in an error-free choice of decisions on bG. In the presence of noise with nG $ (&&, however, the correct value of aG (=bG) produces a vector yG which consists of a sum of the interfering signal vector lying in (72~) and the noise vector nG so that the projection of yG onto (72~)~ tunes out the contribution of the interfering signals and consists of only the component of the noise vector along ( RG) I. This would correspond with high probability to the vector yG with the smallest component along (R&l compared to the vectors yG which are obtained from the incorrect values of SG (#bG), for in these cases, there is a residual signal vector ?i?&.GW~$?(bG -sG) which could have a substantial (relative to noise) component along (72,) '.
An efficient implementation of $G is shown in Fig. 7 where the vector of statistics Q&[QQ]G is obtained by processing the received waveform by an IS1 mask followed by a bank of ]G] matched-filter sampler banks with each bank being matched to the corresponding L-dimensional signal vector in the pre-computable ] GIL-dimensional signal vector VG (t) = Q,& i&u* (t)]~. Th is is then followed by a group maximal ratio combiner (GMRC) to produce CGT L&$[L&]G which is then passed on to a combinatorial maximization algorithm that defines the $G group detector in (30). Since the GMRC and the combinatorial maximization operations are both time-varying because of their dependence on the fading channel parameters, these operations must be updated as often as new channel state information becomes available. Finally, we note that from the consideration of the combinatorial maximizations involved in the implementation of the two group detectors, both +G and $G have the same functional form'and hence, the same exponential in JG] complexity. The special case where G = 0 yields the most complex group detector that is in fact the optimum detector and the case of the simplest group detector is considered next. (31)
The significance of this detector is that it is computationally the most efficient, lending itself to decentralized implementation. The received signal is simply processed by a matched-filter sampler bank, matched to the pre-computable signal vector 'Uk(t) = Q,-,'[Gh*(t)l k, whose output vectors are passed on to the single-user maximal ratio combiner and QAM slicer. This decorrelating scheme is shown in Fig. 8 where it is seen to have the same complexity as that of a single-user RAKE receiver, and further it does not require interfering channel n state information. For MPSK modulation, & does not require the average received power of the desired signal either, and in particular for Fk = { + 1, -L} it becomes the linear suboptimal detector of (8) 
This detector now has a new interpretation in terms of the generalized likelihood ratio test and, moreover, its implementation suggested by Fig. 8 may be more expedient than that of Fig. 4 because the K matched filter-SIVO samplers, the KL x KL decorrelation operation, and the linear transformations within the maximal ratio combiners of Fig. 4 are now all replaced by a bank of KL matched filters matched to the decorrelating signal vectors {vk(t)}f=(=1. The implementation in Fig. 8 is even better suited for decentralized applications where only J < K users are to be detected in which case only the corresponding JL matched filters need be used.
C. Optimum Conditional Group Near-Far Resistance
Proposition 1 states that the group detection scheme of Section III-B is optimal in the conditional group near-far resistance measure. In this section, we define a similar but more conservative measure of conditional group near-far resistance and state a parallel minimax optimality result for the & group detection strategy. This new measure characterizes the robustness of multiuser detectors to variations in the signal amplitudes associated with all paths of the signals in the interfering group G. Consider the following proposition.
ltxx '-7 TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 42, NO. 1, JANUARY 1996 Proposition 3: The group G detector & has the highest achievable worst case conditional asymptotic efficiency over the signal powers and amplitudes of all paths of the interfering users in G which is the minimax optimality result.
D. Asymptotic Eficiency
Proposition 4: The asymptotic efficiency of any user k E G n employing the group detector 4~ is given as
The proof of this proposition involves the derivation of the conditional asymptotic efficiency of the group detector, and hence, that of the optimum detector (specializing it to the case where G = 0) and showing that the worst case conditional asymptotic efficiency over the powers and amplitudes of all the paths of users in ?? of the optimum detector coincides with the conditional asymptotic efficiency of the group detector 4~.
Proof
It can be shown that the union bound on the conditional bit-error rate is given by (37) The minimax optimality of 4~ in (33) parallels that of 4~ in (13). The above worst case conditional asymptotic efficiency of the 4~ group detector, which has an exponential complexity in ]G], is as high as that for the optimal detector, whose complexity is exponential in K. The catch is again that this worst case measure becomes more (less) conservative with a decrease (increase) in the size of the group G, and the complexity of the corresponding group detector decreases (increases). As a result, we again have the result that increasing the group size results in a uniform improvement in conditional asymptotic efficiency, and hence, given a complexity constraint, it is best to choose a "maximal" partition of the users to be demodulated into groups of maximum allowable size.
where all the parameters that appear in the above expression have been defined in the proof of Proposition 2. The union bound on the average bit-error rate of the & group detector can be obtained by taking the expected values of both sides of the above inequality. Noting that the average union bound coincides with the average union upper bound in (19) of the $G group detector, and following the analysis in theAproof of Proposition 2, we arrive at a same lower bound for & as we did for & so that
Let us now consider a comparison of the two group detection schemes. For a fixed group G, the conditional asymptotic efficiency of the group detector 4~ is uniformly higher than that of the group detector 4~ for any user Ic E G, i.e.
'v'C and VW.
This result is natural and intuitive because while the group detector $G makes optimal use of the channel state information of all channels, the group detector & has to operate in the absence of the channel state information of interfering channels corresponding to G. In fact, the following corollary states the precise relationship between the conditional asymptotic efficiencies of the two group detectors:
The important difference, however, is that this inequality .in fact holds with equality in the present case. This is established by considering a genie-aided group detector & that is provided with the side information that, when bG is transmitted, the correct information bit vector is either bG or bG -2e, where e E (-1, 0, 1) IGI is a unity weight error sequence with eik = -(bG)i,, and represents the worst case error sequence that is compatible with bG. The average bit-error rate of the genie-aided group detector with this side information therefore yields the highest lower bound based on a binary hypothesis test and is given as Corollary 1: The conditional asymptotic efficiency of the & group detector is equal to the worst case conditional asymptotic efficiency of the group detector $!)G over the signal amplitudes of all paths of users in G, i.e. and the coefficients {,&} are defined as the corresponding residues. Now, using the expression for the limit in (24) for the case where w(S) = 1, we obtain an upper bound on the asymptotic efficiency as
The implication of the above result is that the gap between the conditional asymptotic efficiency of a particular user employing each of the two group detectors decreases as the group size increases. With G = R, the inequality becomes an equality because both group detectors are identical to the optimum detector. The most significant difference, on the other hand, is between the two linear detectors resulting for singleton groups. The detector c#$ is therefore likely to far outperform the detector 4:".
The upper and lower bounds in (38) and (40) coincide. Hence, the proposition. 0 In the particular case when G = R, equality holds because both group detectors in this case coincide with the optimum detector whose asymptotic efficiency is easily computed to be identically equal to one. Furthermore, the particular case of G = {k} yields the asymptotic efficiency of the linear suboptimum decorrelating detector [4] defined in (8), and is given as rlk(~k)"so) = { ""w2~)l}1'L. (41) Corollary 2: The asymptotic efficiency of any user k E G employing the group detector f$G is lower-bounded by the A asymptotic efficiency of the group detector 4~ for that user, i.e.
Equality holds when G = R when the asymptotic efficiencies are all identically equal to one. The above corollary is a direct consequence of Propositions 2 and 4.
Proposition 5: Suppose that Gi and G2 are two subsets of R such that k E GP & Gi. Then the asymptotic efficiency of the group Gin detector $G1 is greater than that of the group G2 detector $Gz for each user in Gz, i.e. %($GI) 1 %d$Gz). (43) The proof of the above proposition invokes the positive definiteness of the matrix where ik and jk are the indices of user k in the groups Gr and Ga, respectively.
A simple consequence of Proposition 5 is that the asymptotic efficiency of each user employing a group detection scheme for any partition of the set of K users is uniformly lower-bounded by that of the bank of linear suboptimum detectors, i.e.
Another implication of the proposition is that given a complexity constraint, it is best to choose a "maximal" partition of the users to be demodulated into groups of maximum allowable size, a rule that is consistent with that suggested by the conditional asymptotic efficiency performance in Section IV-C.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate the analytical results obtained in this paper by considering a six-user CDMA system where the users employ direct-sequence spread-spectrum signals each of length 31.
Example 1: First, let us consider an example where L, the number of signal paths for each user is equal to 4. As a result, there are 24 signals in all, each derived from the six spread-spectrum signals of length 31 as the appropriate 2% length subsequences in the interval corresponding to zero ISI. This corresponds to a bandwidth efficiency factor of 6/7 and considerably higher than any previously considered examples. Fig. 9 depicts the asymptotic efficiencies of the group detector & for user 1 as the group size grows from 1 to 6. By the groub size Fig. 9 . The asymptotic efficiency of user 1 as a function of group size for a six-user direct-sequence spread-spectrum system where the spread-factor is 31 and L = 4. result of Corollary 2, they also represent lower bounds on the asymptotic efficiencies of the group detector 4~. A group of size (GI includes users indexed from 1 to (Gj. While the suboptimum linear detector (when G = { 1)) may perform well in low-bandwidth efficiency examples [4], we observe that its performance can be very poor in the more interesting systems that have medium-high bandwidth efficiency. In particular, the asymptotic efficiency of the suboptimum linear detector for our example is 0.15 which implies that this detector suffers as much as an 8.3-dB power penalty relative to singleuser RAKE receiver for the single-user channel. In stark contrast, the maximum-likelihood detector (G = fi) has unit asymptotic efficiency, as was established by Proposition 4, and it therefore rivals single-user performance for sufficiently high SNR values. The asymptotic efficiencies of the group detectors for group sizes 2 and 3 are equal to 0.49 and 0.60 corresponding to successively reduced power penalties (as dictated by Proposition 5) of 3.1 and 2.2 dB, respectively. Much of the loss is therefore alleviated by these detectors for a modest increase in group size and hence in complexity.
Example 2: Fig. 10 depicts the asymptotic efficiency for each of the six users for the same parameters as in Fig. 9 , but for the three group partitions of increasing group size specified as (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) {6},
(1, 2) (3, 6) (4, 5}, and { 1, 2, 3) (4; 5, S}. Note that the rise in asymptotic efficiency with increasing group size for every user is similar to that of user 1 discussed in Fig. 9 even though only users 1, 2, 4, and 5 are guaranteed to exhibit this behavior by Proposition 5 since they belong to telescoping sets. Example 3: While Fig. 10 suggests a certain "robustness" of the maximal group partition rule, the choice of the best maximal group partition is by no means an irrelevant issue. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 , where the asymptotic efficiencies of each of the six users are depicted for the two distinct partitions (1, 2) (3, 6) (4, 5) and (1, 3) (2, 5) (4, 6) for which . The asymptotic efficiency of the group detector 4~ for each of the six users for two distinct partitions of the same group size (equal to three) for a six-user direct-sequence spread-spectrum system where the spread factor is 31 and L = 4.
the corresponding group detection schemes have identical complexities. Unless the performance of users 1 and 4 are unimportant, the first partition is easily seen to result in a better overall performance that the second. Example 4: The choice of the best maximal group partition a not a simple problem. Fig. 12 illustrates this point by depicting the asymptotic efficiencies of each user for the two distinct partitions of size three. each, given as (1, 2, 3) (4, 5, 6) and { 1, 2, 4) (3, 5, 6). The second partition yields a better performance for users 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, but does poorly for user 4, while the minimum asymptotic efficiency (user 3 and 6) of partition one is much higher than the minimum asymptotic efficiency (user 4) of the second partition. Example 5: Next we consider a more difficult, example where the number of resolvable paths for users 4, 5, and 6 are increased to 5 while there are four paths associated with the first three users as before. As a result there are 27 signals in all, each derived from the six spread-spectrum signals of length 31, as the appropriate 27-length subsequences in the interval corresponding to zero ISI. This corresponds to a bandwidth efficiency factor of 1. Although the results of this paper were developed for the case where the number of paths for all the signals are the same, they can be easily extended to the case of unequal number of paths. The asymptotic efficiencies of user 1 are again illustrated in Fig. 13 as a function of group size. The suboptimum linear detector now has an asymptotic efficiency of 0.051 and hence, suffers an even greater power penalty of nearly 13 dB! On the other hand, the group detectors with group sizes 2 and 3 have power penalties of approximately 6.2 and 4.0 dB thus improving significantly upon the suboptimum linear detector performance by approximately 6.8 and 9 dB, respectively.
Example 6: So far, we have dealt exclusively with asymptotic efficiency as a performance measure. The all-important question now pertains to the validity of this asymptotic measure for finite signal-to-noise ratios. In order to address this question, we illustrate the union bounds on the average BER of the group detector C& (which are also the union upper bounds on the average BER of the 4~ detector). The system parameters are the same as in Fig. 13 . The received signal powers are all equal'and the covariance matrix of the fading parameters K is assumed to be diagonal and is derived from typical exponential multipath intensity profiles (cf., [2] , [3] ). The union bounds are shown for user 1 for each of the group detectors corresponding to group sizes that increase from 1 to 6 as specified before. The single-user RAKE receiver performance over the single-user channel is also included. The single-user BER serves as the absolute lower bound on the performance of any detector in the multiuser channel including the optimum detector. Notice from Fig. 14 , the near coincidence of the union bound on the BER of the optimum detector with the single-user BER. This testifies to the tightness of the union bound and more significantly, since the asymptotic efficiency of the optimum detector is equal to unity, it validates the faithfulness of the asymptotic efficiency to bit-error rate for signal-to-noise ratios as low as 6-8 dB for our unit-bandwidth efficiency example. These SNR's are even lower for lower bandwidth efficiencies. The union bound for the suboptimum linear detector is in fact its exact bit-error rate and it can be seen that relative to the single-user or the optimum detector BER, the suboptimum linear detector incurs a 12-dB penalty for a BER as low as 10e2 and 12-13-dB power penalty thereafter, a result that is in excellent agreement with that predicted by the asymptotic efficiency analysis. Similarly, it can be verified that the bounds on the BER of the group detectors for group sizes 2 and 3 alleviate this penalty by nearly 6-7 and 8-9 dB over error probabilities lower than 10e2 which is seen to be in superb agreement with the asymptotic efficiency analysis for SNR values as low as 6-8 dB.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The concept of parallel group detection, originally introduced in the context of the Gaussian CDMA channel in [5] , was considered for the Frequency-Selective Rayleigh Fading CDMA channel, resulting in the two group detectors of this paper. While both group detectors address the performance-complexity tradeoff issue by yielding parallel group detection schemes whose complexities lie somewhere in between the conventional single-user RAKE receiver and the exponentially complex optimum multiuser detector, the first (pre-combining) group detector finds use in centralized applications where the fading channel characteristics of the channels of all users are estimated and tracked, whereas the Fig. 14. The union upper bounds on the average BER of the group detector 4, for user 1 as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio of user 1 with group size as parameter for a six-user direct-sequence spread-spectrum system where the spread factor is 31 and L = 4 for the first three users and L = 5 for the last three users.
second (post-combining) group detector is eminently suitable for decentralized detection applications because it requires the fading channel characteristics of the channels of only the users in its group. A comprehensive performance analysis includes the results on the minimax optimality of each of the two group detectors according to a suitably chosen measure of conditional group near-far resistance, the union upper bounds on average bit-error rates for both group detectors, a lower bound on the asymptotic efficiency of the first group detector, an exact formula for the asymptotic efficiency of the second, and finally, a comparative performance analysis of the two group detectors. The numerical examples considered for Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum communication in FSRF-CDMA channels make an extremely persuasive case in favor of group detection strategies when highly bandwidth-efficient radio communication over such channels is required, which, owing to the fixed radio-frequency spectrum and an increasing demand for it, will eventually be the case. A clear tradeoff between performance and complexity for both group detectors is demonstrated in this work whereby suitable partitions of the users can be made to best meet performance-complexity specifications.
The results of this paper can be extended in several ways. The extension wherein the number of paths corresponding to the different users are distinct is straightforward. More significantly, in the most general practical situation, it may at best be only possible to provide the receiver with incomplete PI fading channel characteristics, such as the fading amplitudes of only the sufficiently strong paths of some arbitrary subset 161 of the users' channels. Furthermore, these fading amplitudes may not be accurately measurable. The assumption that the 171 coherence time of the channels is very large compared to the symbol duration (slow fading) must be relaxed as in [12] . PI The idea of sequential group detection introduced in [7] for the Gaussian CDMA channel was investigated for the FSRF- [91 CDMA channel. This yields further performance gains over the parallel group detectors at the price of sequential as opposed Uul to parallel receiver structures [ 131, [ 141. [II PI c31
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